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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Wok Plaza from Genk. Currently, there are 16 menus and
drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What 5S 1 year ago on Google likes about Wok Plaza:
I came here with my family on Easter Monday for the all-you-can-eat buffet and it was less busy than expected

luckily. It was not the first time we came here. The staff is super friendly and the buffet is just enormous! So much
choice that you will come out of this restaurant so stuffed, because you want to try everything. Recommended!
read more. The premises on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical

disabilities. What User doesn't like about Wok Plaza:
Outrageous. Prize date for 19 people was phoned for 36.50 euros all in. By the reckoning, we suddenly had to

pay 42.50. Phone calls immediately contacted homecoming but without a positive consequence. Serious dumber
on the night service: Dinner in. read more. Experience in Wok Plaza from Genk the diversity of fine Chinese
cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok, Furthermore, the customers love the creative combination of different
dishes with new and partially experimental products - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion. Wok Plaza

focuses on a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat in its healthy Japanese cuisine, Particularly scrumptious are
also the Maki and specialties like Te-Maki from this establishment.
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Hous� specialtie�
BAMIA

Desser�
DONUTS

Mai� course�
SUSHI

LASAGNA

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

BBQ

ASIÁTICA

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

MEAT

CHOCOLATE

COCONUT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

PASTA

ICE CREAM

SALAD

DESSERTS
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 05:00-22:30
Thursday 05:00-22:30
Friday 05:00-23:00
Saturday 04:00-23:00
Sunday 12:00-23:00
Monday 05:00-22:30
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